This correction sheet covers ordering information for Model 15 printer holding magnet selector parts, particularly the 95380 set of parts for converting a Model 15 printer with pulling magnets to one with holding magnets. This set of parts consists of the following:

1 - 91265 Cam Sleeve (Assem.) - Replaces 8507 Cam Sleeve on page 3.
1 - 91266 Retaining Disc - Replaces 72516 Retaining Disc on page 3.
1 - 95379 Selector Unit (Assem.) - Holding Magnet
1 - 90760 Range Scale (Assem.)
1 - 94490 Series - Parallel Switch Bracket (Assem.)
1 - 90760 Range Scale (Assem.)
1 - 91278 Patent Name Plate
4 - 75646 Drive Screws (For 91278)
1 - 91898 Cable (For Selector magnets)
1 - 95218 Lacing Twine

See following illustrations for component parts.